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A B S T R A C T

Amyloid fibrils are polymers formed by proteins under specific conditions and in many cases they are related to
pathogenesis, such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases. Their hallmark is the presence of a β-sheet structure.
High resolution structural data on these systems as well as information gathered from multiple complementary
analytical techniques is needed, from both a fundamental and a pharmaceutical perspective. Here, a previously
reported de novo designed, pH-switchable coiled coil-based peptide that undergoes structural transitions re-
sulting in fibril formation under physiological conditions has been exhaustively characterized by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), cryo-TEM, atomic force microscopy (AFM), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) and
solid-state NMR (ssNMR). Overall, a unique 2-dimensional carpet-like assembly composed of large coexisiting
ribbon-like, tubular and funnel-like structures with a clearly resolved protofilament substructure is observed.
Whereas electron microscopy and scattering data point somewhat more to a hairpin model of β-fibrils, ssNMR
data obtained from samples with selectively labelled peptides are in agreement with both, hairpin structures and
linear arrangements.

1. Introduction

Many neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s,
type II diabetes, or transmissible spongiform encephalopathies are as-
sociated with the conformational transition of a folded or unfolded
peptide or protein into insoluble amyloid deposits (Dobson, 2003;
Selkoe, 2003). Amyloid formation, however, is not a specific feature of
disease related proteins, but instead appears to be a general property of
peptides and proteins (Dobson, 2002; Stefani and Dobson, 2003).

Recently amyloids also gained attention in the fields of bio- and nano-
technological applications since these structures display outstanding
mechanical stability and remarkably regular fibrous architectures
(Cherny and Gazit, 2008; Lashuel et al., 2000; MacPhee and Woolfson,
2004). Although the precursor proteins differ widely in size and pri-
mary or secondary structure, the insoluble amyloid fibrils share a si-
milar principal morphology (Dobson and Karplus, 1999; Makin and
Serpell, 2005; Makin et al., 2005). They all appear straight and un-
branched with lengths in the range of micrometers and diameters
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typically up to ∼250 Å. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy reveals a
high β-sheet content of the fibrils. X-ray fiber diffraction shows a
characteristic anisotropic cross-β diffraction pattern in which β-strands
run perpendicular to the fiber axis (Eanes and Glenner, 1968; Kirschner
et al., 1986; Makin and Serpell, 2005; Sunde et al., 1997). Morpholo-
gical studies using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or atomic
force microscopy (AFM) show that amyloid fibrils commonly consist of
a small number of protofilaments with typical diameters in the range of
20–160 Å (Chamberlain et al., 2000; Makin and Serpell, 2005).

The process of amyloid formation has been intensively studied over
many years, but the underlying molecular mechanisms remain difficult
to elucidate and are likely not generalizable across sequences. Due to
the low solubility of amyloid forming proteins and their intrinsically
high tendency to aggregate, the use of techniques such as solution-
based NMR or X-ray crystallography (Apostol et al., 2010; Nelson et al.,
2005) is limited and this often precludes detailed characterization at
atomic resolution. Furthermore, amyloid structures sometimes display
high degrees of heterogeneity (Psonka-Antonczyk et al., 2016) and
polymorphism, and it has been shown that in such cases much in-
formation can be obtained by applying multiple distinct analytical
techniques (Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). For example, systematic (e.g.,
alanine) scanning approaches combined with low resolution techniques
have been used to assign functions to specific residues (Williams et al.,
2006) or secondary structure elements (Gerling et al., 2011; Morimoto
et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2004) within the sequences of amyloido-
genic peptides. However, gaining information about the molecular
details of amyloid structures requires high resolution techniques. One
increasingly common method is ssNMR analysis, which uses suitably
isotope labelled samples for obtaining sequence-specific resonance as-
signments (Hong, 1999a; Pauli et al., 2001; Straus et al., 1998) and to
estimate distance restraints and torsion angles (Brown and Spiess, 2001;
Hong, 1999b; Jaroniec et al., 2001). By means of this technique, several
structures of many disease-related peptides and proteins in their fi-
brillar form have been resolved over the years (Lührs et al., 2005;
Petkova et al., 2004; Petkova et al., 2002; Tycko, 2011). Progress in
sample preparation and ssNMR itself, and especially in combination
with EM and even IR techniques, have enabled important recent de-
terminations of high resolution fibril structures (Eisenberg and Sawaya,
2017; Gremer et al., 2017; Hoffmann et al., 2017; Qiang et al., 2017;
Seo et al., 2016). These very high profile high-resolution studies, and
the judicious combination of analytical techniques, have revealed novel
fibril architectures that are not only staggering from a structural per-
spective but also provide insight into the process of fibril growth and
morphological characteristics of the end structures, which are likely to
be distinct for each amyloid forming sequence and heavily dependent
upon the environment it is in. In previous work our group established a
series of de novo designed coiled coil-based model peptides that are able
to undergo structural transitions to β-sheet rich amyloid fibrils, and
their conformation can be switched in response to shifts in pH, ionic
strength, or metal ion concentration (Brandenburg et al., 2012;
Brandenburg et al., 2011; Gerling et al., 2014; Pagel and Koksch, 2008;
Pagel et al., 2005; Pagel et al., 2006; Pagel et al., 2008a; Pagel et al.,
2008b).

In the present study we have used a combination of TEM, AFM,
WAXS, and ssNMR to characterize the amyloid structure of the pre-
viously designed model peptide RR01 (Pagel et al., 2008a). RR01 ex-
hibits glutamate based pH-switchable folding behavior. Under acidic
conditions, the peptide forms α-helical fibers, whereas a concentration-
dependent, conformational transition from a random coil structure to-
ward amyloid fibrils occurs at neutral pH. Electron microscopic in-
vestigations reveal distinct polymorphic structures like funnels, tubes
and ribbons. However, the protofilament substructure is clearly visible
and highly regular for all individual fibril morphologies. Additional
AFM and WAXS were performed to provide further quantitative struc-
tural data on the nanometer scale. Molecular information was gained
from high resolution, solid state NMR experiments of several RR01

variants containing 15N – and 13C-labeled amino acids at strategic po-
sitions in the sequence. Based on our results, a structural model for the
molecular arrangement of peptide strands within the fibril was de-
duced.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Peptide synthesis and purification

Peptides were synthesized on a Multi-Syntech Syro XP peptide
synthesizer at solid-phase using the Fmoc strategy and Fmoc-Leu-
OWang resin (0.65mmol/g). The 13C or 15N-labeled amino acids were
manually introduced using HOBt/DIC activation and elongated cou-
pling times. For UV concentration determination, the peptides were N-
terminally labeled with anthranilic acid (Abz). Peptides were cleaved
from the resin by reaction with 4mL of a solution containing 10% (w/v)
TIPS, 1% (w/v) water, and 89% (w/v) TFA. The crude peptides were
purified by reversed-phase HPLC on a Knauer smartline manager 5000
system, equipped with a C8 (10 µm) LUNA™ phenomenex column. The
peptides were eluted with a linear gradient of ACN/water/0.1% TFA
and identified by MALDI-ToF MS using a Bruker Reflex III spectrometer
with a ToF mass analyzer. Peptide purity was determined by analytical
HPLC on a Merck LaChrom system equipped with a C8 (10 µm) LUNA™
phenomenex column. The used gradients were similar to those of the
preparative HPLC.

2.2. Fibril formation

Lyophylized peptide was dissolved in HFIP and sonicated for 15min
at room temperature. A certain amount of the stock solution was taken
and the HFIP was removed under a gentle stream of argon. The re-
sulting film was dissolved in 1mL 10mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and
the concentration was determined by UV spectroscopy at 320 nm using
a Varian Cary 50 spectrophotometer (Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto, CA, USA) and PMMA cuvettes (10mm path length, 1.5mL,
Plastibrand®, VWR International GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). Prior to
analysis a calibration curve with Abz-Gly-OH (Bachem GmbH, Weil am
Rhein, Germany) in phosphate buffer (10mM, pH 7.4) was recorded at
different concentrations. Samples were stored at−20 °C until they were
used. Peptides were dissolved in freshly prepared buffer according to
the conditions required for the particular analysis. Fibrils were formed
by incubation at 25 °C under stationary conditions.

2.3. WAXS

2.3.1. Sample preparation
Amyloid fibrils were formed by dissolution of the purified peptide in

freshly filtered 10mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4), followed by incubation
for 7–10 days at room temperature. Some of the WAXS samples at pH
7.4 were prepared in Millipore water instead of buffer, whereas the pH
was adjusted by adding small amounts of HCl or NaOH, respectively.
Thus, these samples contained only NaCl crystals after drying, which
simplified the assignment of X-ray reflections. β-Sheet content was
determined by CD spectroscopy and amyloid formation with direct vi-
sualization by TEM. Peptide concentration was calculated based on the
absorption at 320 nm. The final concentrations were in the
200–1000 µM range. The intensity of the observed WAXS reflections,
relative to the solvent background scattering, increases with the
packing density of the fibrils. Therefore a high concentration of peptide
is desirable that is commonly achieved by drying the peptide suspen-
sion (Stubbs, 1999). We have attempted several methods of specimen
preparation. The most simple procedure, which produces a thin film, is
to dry an aliquot of the original peptide solution (1mM) within an
Eppendorf tube. To prepare oriented specimens a droplet of con-
centrated fibril solution was dried between the siliconized ends of two
glass capillaries which were held ∼1.5mm apart (Morris and Serpell,
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2010). The hydrated pellets were produced using two different routes.
In the first case, the concentration of the sample was accomplished by
centrifugation at 60,000 rpm (∼150,000g) for two hours at 8 °C in a
Beckman Optima™ TLX ultracentrifuge and discarding the supernatant
followed thereafter. In the second case, the original peptide solution
was concentrated by evaporation of water under reduced pressure. The
peptide concentration in both pellets was in the order of 10mM. An
effect of the preparation route on the WAXS results has not been ob-
served.

2.3.2. X-ray diffraction
All X-ray scattering experiments were performed using the micro

focus beamline (µSpot) at BESSY in Berlin. Details on the beam line
setups were reported previously (Paris et al., 2007). Dried specimens
obtained by air drying in Eppendorf tubes were fixed on a thin polyester
tape (scotch tape, Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). Alternatively
an ultrasonic levitator (Tec5, Oberursel, Germany) was integrated in
the setup at the synchrotron to allow containerless measurements of
liquid samples in air (Leiterer et al., 2008). One ∼5 µL droplet of the
concentrated amyloid solution (soft pellet) was directly hand-injected
by an Eppendorf pipette. A microscope with an optical camera provided
information on the exact position, shape, and size of the levitated
sample. For the X-ray scattering measurements a beam of about 300 µm
at the focus position was used. The beam divergence was less than
1mrad (horizontally and vertically) at a photon flux of 1×109 s−1 and
a ring current of 100mA. All experiments were carried out with highly
monochromatic X-rays from a double crystal monochromator and, al-
ternatively, a multi-layer monochromator (9 keV < E < 15 keV,
bandwidth 10−4 < ΔE/E < 10−2). The scattered intensity at a wa-
velength of λ=1.0024 Å was collected by a 2D MarMosaic CCD de-
tector (3072× 3072 pixel at a point spread function width of about
100 µm). The sample-to detector distance was varied between 200 and
300mm. The exposure time ranged from 10 s to 10min depending on
the scattering contrast of the samples. Corundum powder with a mean
grain size smaller than 10 µm (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to calibrate the
measuring setup. 1D scattering profiles were obtained by azimuthally
averaging the 2D patterns using the program FIT2D (Hammersley,
1998). Isotropic 2D patterns were integrated over the whole angle
range of 360°, whereas a sector-averaging was carried out when ani-
sotropic patterns were used. After the averaging the 1D scattering
profiles of dried samples were corrected for the background. Here the
scattering of the supporting polyester tape (scotch tape) was subtracted,
or, in the absence of a support, the scattering of an empty sample (air
scattering) was used. For 1D scattering profiles of pellets obtained by
the measurement with the levitator, a background was not subtracted,
but all curves were normalized to an identical intensity at a scattering
vector of q= 4 Å−1.

2.3.3. Electron microscopy
For staining electron microscopy aliquots of 7 µL of peptide solu-

tions were absorbed for 1min to glow-discharged carbon-coated col-
lodium films on 400-mesh copper grids. After blotting and staining with
1% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) the grids were air-dried. TEM micro-
graphs were taken at a primary magnification of 58,300 using a defocus
of 0.7 µm. Electron micrographs revealing the surface topography of
fibrils were taken from samples deposited on carbon films, air-dried and
subsequently Pt/C shadowed at an inclination angle of 35°. TEM mi-
crographs were taken at a primary magnification of 16,700 using a
defocus of 2.0 µm. The samples for cryo-TEM were prepared at room
temperature by placing a droplet (7 µL) of the peptide solution on a
hydrophilized perforated carbon filmed grid (60 s Plasma treatment at
8W using a BALTEC MED 020 device). The excess fluid was blotted off
to create an ultrathin layer of the solution spanning the holes of the
carbon film. The grids were immediately vitrified in liquid ethane at its
freezing point (−184 °C) using a standard plunging device. The vi-
trified samples were transferred under liquid nitrogen into a Philips

CM12 transmission electron microscope using the Gatan cryoholder and
-stage (Model 626). Microscopy was carried out at −175 °C sample
temperature using the microscope’s low dose protocol at a primary
magnification of 58,300. A defocus of 1.5 µm was chosen.

2.3.4. Atomic force microscopy
Measurements were performed using a standard nanoscope

(Multimode IIIa, Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The
microscope was operated in the tapping mode, using silicone probes at
resonance frequencies of 330 kHz under ambient conditions. The can-
tilever was forced to oscillate near its resonance frequency. The force
constant of the 125 µm long silicon cantilevers (SSS-NCH) used was
42 N/m with probes of a curvature radius better 20 Å (nanosensors,
Jena, Germany). The image data have been subjected to a first-order
flattening. Prior to analysis by AFM, the fibrils were diluted 1/10 in
Millipore water. The samples were prepared by spin-coating. Spin-
coating was carried out by depositing a 20 µL droplet of the solution on
a freshly cleaved mica surface that was spun at 2000 rpm for 2min.

2.3.5. Solid-state NMR
The experiments were performed on a wide bore NMR spectrometer

with a static magnetic field of 14 T (Bruker, Avance III) using 3.2 or
4mm triple resonance (1H/13C/15N) probes. For all experiments, the
nominal temperature was 2 °C. Spinal64 φ15° proton decoupling was
applied during the first evolution period and the acquisition time, with
the r.f. amplitude set to 85 kHz.

NCA and NCO spectra were recorded with specific-CP (Baldus et al.,
1998), whereby the CA offset was adjusted to 6790.6 Hz and the CO
offset to 24210.2 Hz. The Hartmann-Hahn condition was matched with
ω1C/2π of 25 kHz and ω1N/2π of 35 kHz, applying a “TangAmpMod”
shaped pulse on CA or CO with Delta MAS set to 5000 Hz, dipolar
coupling set to 500 Hz and the RF field at match to 25,000 Hz with the
Amplitude Scaling Factor to 50%. The spectrum was recorded with
acquisition times of 6.5ms (32 points) and 12ms (1194 points) in t1
and t2, respectively. The recycle delay was 2.8 s and 960 and 736 scans
were acquired for NCA and NCO, respectively. A 2D TEDOR (Hing
et al., 1992) spectrum with a mixing time of 5ms was recorded. The 15N
REDOR π pulse length was 10 μs, the 15N and 13C π/2 pulses were 5 μs
and 3.5 μs, respectively. The spectrum was recorded with acquisition
times in t1 and t2 of 4ms (32 points) and 12ms (1706 points), re-
spectively. The recycle delay was set to 2.7 s, and 1664 scans were
acquired.

13C-13C correlation spectra were recorded with PDSD (Szeverenyi
et al., 1982) mixing, applying mixing times of 25 and 500ms, and va-
lues in between. The spectra were typically recorded with t1 and t2
times of 4.2ms (320 points) and 12ms (1194 points), respectively.
Recycle delays were approximately 3 s, and the number of scans was
dependent upon the signal to noise, with the range being from 80 to
448. The acquired data were processed in Topspin 3.2 (Bruker) with
Lorentz-to-Gauss transformation and squared sine bell 3 apodization as
window functions in the direct and indirect dimension, respectively. We
further applied linear prediction and two- and fourfold zero filling in
the indirect and direct dimensions, respectively. The data were ana-
lyzed using CcpNMR (Stevens et al., 2011; Vranken et al., 2005).

2.4. Molecular models and theoretical density profiles for RR01 fibers

For each arrangement of peptide strands, 1000 conformers were
calculated by simulated annealing using ARIA (Rieping et al., 2007).
The inputs were ssNMR distance restraints (V3-K23, E10-K16, E10-S17),
backbone dihedral angle restraints predicted from chemical shifts using
TALOS+ (Shen et al., 2009), C2 symmetry restraints between mono-
mers and hydrogen bond restraints between copies of a single dimer
along the fiber axis (4.7 Å translation in both directions of the axis). For
the hairpin arrangement, V3-K23 was considered as intra and inter
monomeric restraint and E10-K16, E10-S17 as intra-monomeric restraints.
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For the linear arrangement, V3-K23, E10-K16 and E10-S17 were con-
sidered as inter-monomeric restraints. Tetrameric models were con-
structed by placing two dimers as close as possible without generating
steric clashes along the β-strand axis. Theoretical density profiles for
doublets of the two proposed models were calculated by projecting the
atomic coordinates on a 2D grid parallel to the plane formed by β-sheets
(averaged over the 100 lowest-energy conformers and weighted ac-
cording to the RMSF in the ensemble to reflect the lower density in
highly flexible regions). Finally, the density profile is computed as the
average of the density grid along the fiber axis.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Peptide design and synthesis

As mentioned briefly in the introduction, the RR01 peptide was
designed and initially characterized in prior work, in which it was re-
ferred to as Peptide B, and the sequence is given and depicted in helical
wheel fashion in Table 1 and Fig. 1, respectively (Pagel et al., 2008a).
The design elements include i) three valine residues that make the
system prone to amyloid formation but do not preclude coiled-coil as-
sembly, ii) a pattern of glutamate and lysine residues at positions e and
g that enable favorable interhelical electrostatic interactions and sta-
bilize α-helical coiled-coil folding under acidic conditions; the gluta-
mates can be thought of as forming an extended domain along one side
of the helical cylinder that is negatively charged at neutral pH values
and results in intramolecular Coulomb repulsions that destabilize the α-

helical coiled coil arrangement and favor the competing amyloid form
under such conditions. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy revealed
that when the pH switch is in the “off” state (pH 4.0) RR01 assembles
into α-helical coiled-coils, but when the pH switch is in the “on” posi-
tion (pH 7.4) a transition from random coil to β-sheet leading to fibril
formation is observed. In order to obtain detailed information about
fibril architecture the RR01 peptide and several appropriately iso-
topically labeled variants were synthesized (Table 1).

3.2. Overview of applied analytical techniques

Amyloids formed by peptides and proteins are not able to be crys-
tallized, with the exception of oligomeric peptides. Due to this lack of
long-range order X-ray crystallography, the standard method for
structural characterization, is unsuccessful. In spite of this, numerous
alternative methods exist that enable structure elucidation. Best es-
tablished among these are microscopic imaging techniques for de-
termining morphology and solid state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy,
which yields molecular structural restraints. We have applied the
standard methods cryo-TEM and negative staining TEM to study the
morphology of the amyloid fibrils reported here. Both approaches
provide density profiles, in particular quantitative data on the dimen-
sions and organization of the protofilaments, in the natural environ-
ment of the solvent and subsequent to deposition on a support, re-
spectively. Theoretical simulation of the experimentally obtained
density profiles can be carried out and this enables alternative mole-
cular packing models to be evaluated. Topographic techniques such as
TEM after tilt shadowing and AFM provide additional data on the three-
dimensional structure of the fibrils (degree of twist and handedness).
Furthermore, AFM makes possible the precise determination of thick-
ness of the fibrils, if these were able to be successfully deposited on the
surface. X-ray diffraction from a synchrotron source was used, in the
large angle regime, to gain information about the core structure, in
particular the stacking and orientation of the β-sheets, and, in the small
angle regime, to obtain additional data on the superstructure of the
fibrils, especially the protofilaments. All of these methods yielded
consistent results that enabled a quantitative description of fibril mor-
phology. The goal of the ssNMR experiments was to develop a mole-
cular model for the fibril architecture from structural restraints. For this
purpose, short distances were measured between individually labelled
amino acids, and chemical shifts interpreted with regard to the in-
dicated secondary structure. This yielded two models for the fine
structure of the monomers, which may both be present in a fibril ac-
cording to two different forms observed in 13C-13C correlations, one
shows extended protomers, the other is proposed to adopt a loop

Table 1
Isotopic labeling patterns of RR01 fibril samples for NMR.

Fig. 1. Helical wheel representation of RR01.
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conformation involving V14 and L15. Extended and hairpin-like
structures can potentially assemble to a fibril that satisfies the EM
constraints.

3.3. Fibril morphology by TEM

Fig. 2 shows a representative cryo-TEM micrograph of the amyloid
structures of RR01 after incubation for 10 days at pH 7.4. A mixture of
tubular structures, sometimes showing funnel-like ends, are frequently
found in addition to twisted ribbons. Noticeable is the enormous width
of the structures, which can reach values on the order of 1000 Å. A
typical TEM micrograph after negative staining of a narrow ribbon is
depicted in Fig. 3. A line scan across the ribbon axis reveals that it is
composed of two laterally associated strands of ∼70 Å width. The
cross-sectional density profile of the fibril is characterized by two re-
gions of high density at the ends and one of less density in the middle,
which indicates that the elementary strand consists of two ∼35 Å wide
protofilaments. Another example of a narrow ribbon composed of four
strands (8 protofilaments) is shown in Fig. S1. Such narrow ribbons are
rare. These were found to disappear within several weeks of incubation
and to be replaced by helical tubes (Fig. S2). All cryo-TEM micrographs
of the several polymorphic amyloid structures show the highly regular
line pattern with the typical distance of∼35 Å. Averaging and profiling
(Fig. S2) reveals that the lines are arranged pairwise, i.e. the repetition
period of the ultrastructure is twice that distance (2× 35 Å=70 Å).
TEM after metal shadowing provides surface reliefs of the ribbon-like
and tubular amyloids (Fig. S3) again with a repetition period of ∼70 Å,
confirming the ultrastructure visualized by the cryo preparation.

To obtain quantitative information on the thickness of the fibrils,
AFM has been employed. An overview image (Fig. S4) shows ribbon-
like and tubular aggregates. Both types can easily be discriminated by
their characteristic stripe patterns and differing heights. AFM topo-
graphy images of a ribbon and a tube at higher resolution are presented
in Fig. 4B and D together with height profiles along the indicated lines,
showing a thickness of approximately 20 Å. This value roughly agrees
with the estimate of ribbons thickness obtained from negative stain
TEM micrographs (Fig. S1). One would expect the tube to be collapsed
to form a more or less flat layer as well. Indeed, the obtained height
profile is rather plain and the maximum height corresponds to ap-
proximately twice that of the single ribbon. Corresponding high-re-
solution AFM phase images are shown in Fig. 4A and C. The typical
stripe pattern due to the fibrillar ultrastructure is well discernable here.
The Fourier transform from the images gives repetition periods of 70
and 66.5 Å for the ribbons and tubes, respectively. These are just the
same values as for the metal shadowed EM specimen.

3.4. X-ray characterization

Dried samples of RR01 fibrils were subjected to WAXS and gave the
scattering profile shown in Fig. 5. The three reflections with d-spacings
at 3.8, 4.7, and ∼10 Å (diffuse), respectively, are typical for many
peptides forming β-sheets (Makin and Serpell, 2005). The sharp

Fig. 2. Cryo-TEM micrograph of a 375 µM peptide sample of RR01 showing
amyloid structures at pH 7.4 after 10 days of incubation. Flat, twisted, and
tubular morphologies coexist. The inset shows the boxed region at high mag-
nification. The protofilaments are well resolved.

Fig. 3. TEM micrograph of a doublet fibril and corresponding density profile for
RR01. (A) TEM image after PTA staining. Scale bar (left): 300 Å. (B) Line scan
along the dark line in panel A.

Fig. 4. AFM images of ribbon-like and tubular amyloids of RR01. (A) Phase
image (0.25 µm×0.25 µm) of a ribbon-like fibril. The lateral stripes reveal a
hierarchical buildup of interconnected 70.0 ± 5Å wide elementary fibrils. (B)
Topography image (0.5 µm×0.5 µm) of a ribbon-like fibril and height profile
along the line indicated. (C) Phase image (0.25 µm×0.25 µm) of a tubular
fibril. The inclined stripes reveal the helical buildup of 66.5 ± 4Å wide ele-
mentary fibrils. (D) Topography image (0.25 µm×0.25 µm) of a tubular fibril
and height profile along the line indicated. The height of the collapsed tube is
about twice that of the ribbon shown in panel B.
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reflection at 4.69 Å corresponds to the distance between the β-strands
comprising the β-sheets and the diffuse reflection at 10 Å is commonly
ascribed to the distance between the β-sheets (Geddes et al., 1968). The
reflection at around 3.8 Å is frequently observed for amyloids. It has
been previously indexed as the (2 1 0) reflection for the orthogonal unit
cell formed by the amyloid β-crystallites (Fraser et al., 1992; Kirschner
et al., 1987). Additional WAXS reflections at large d-spacings, i.e., at
around 17, 23, and 34 Å are found. The prominent 34 Å reflection is in
good agreement with the lateral repetition period of the protofilaments.
These findings suggest that the scattering reflections in the low-q region
are related to protofilament ordering.

In situ dehydration experiments (Fraser et al., 1991; Squires et al.,
2006) were conducted using the levitation method (Leiterer et al.,
2008). A pellet of the peptide fibril suspension was placed in the X-ray
beam, while a complete 2D scattering pattern was recorded every 20 s.
Typical for all scattering profiles (Fig. S5) is the sharp reflection cor-
responding to d∼ 4.7 Å and the broad maximum corresponding to
d∼ 10 Å. Both are β-sheet related reflections which have already been
found for the dried samples. Their obvious independence on the eva-
poration time once more confirms that the distance between the peptide
strands forming the β-sheets and their stacking distance remained un-
affected by the level of hydration. The reflections at q < 0.5 Å−1

(d > 12Å) show a strong dependence on the level of hydration (Fig.
S6). For the starting solution only one weak and diffuse reflection was
found at around 23.6 Å, which turned into a well resolved peak upon
progressive dehydration. In addition, two further reflections corre-
sponding to spacings of 34.0 and 17.3 Å evolved. The maximum posi-
tions of all three reflections remained fixed for the entire observation
period. The nearly perfect coincidence of the 34 Å reflection with the
inter-protofilament spacing of ∼35 Å measured by cryo-TEM is no-
ticeable. The additional reflection at 17.3 Å is likely to be the harmonic
of the 34 Å reflection (the ratio of d-spacings is 1/2). The very stable
reflection corresponding to a d-value of 23.6 Å has no counterpart in the
cryo-TEM micrographs, but might be connected with the spacing of
vertically stacked aggregates whose thickness was estimated by AFM
and negative staining TEM to be on the order of 20 Å.

The morphological investigations revealed two well-defined meso-
scopic polymorphs, namely ribbons and tubes in different proportions.
The most frequent form identified by TEM and AFM was the ribbon
structure. However, quantitative image analysis supported by WAXS
revealed a universal ultrastructure, suggesting that the various poly-
morphic structures are all composed of laterally assembled elementary
fibrils, whose number differs in general, and which themselves consist

of two ∼35 Å wide protofilaments. Solid-state NMR analysis should
help to understand the molecular structure of these elementary fibrils
and their preferred lateral assembly.

3.5. Structural models from distance restraints

Based on the cryo-TEM, TEM and WAXS results, the RR01 fibrils are
composed of two well-defined forms, ribbons and tubes that are in
different proportions. The form most frequently found by TEM is the
ribbon structure, which we henceforth consider to be the major form. In
order to obtain sequential resonance assignments for RR01 fibrils at pH
7.4, several samples with individual residues in 13C, 15N-labeled form
were prepared as indicated above in Table 1 (see also therein defined
sample notation). 2D 13C, 13C spin diffusion experiments with short
(20ms) and long (500ms) mixing times were carried out on u-13C15N-
V3V14L15 (Fig. S8A), u-13C15N-L1V3L19K23 (Fig. S9A) and u-13C15N-
V3L5L12V13 (Fig. S8B) fibrils. The small 13Cα, 13Cβ and 13CO chemical
shift differences between V3 and V14 required an NC correlation ex-
periment to properly assign those residues. Surprisingly, five signals
corresponding to the labelled residues were observed in the 2D NCA
spectrum of u-13C15N-V3V14L15, whereas only three peaks had been
expected (Fig. S8A). Similarly, the 2D 13C, 13C spin diffusion experi-
ment showed clearly the pattern of one additional leucine and valine
signal set, albeit at lower intensity. This result suggests the presence of
two different conformations, respectively chemical environments, for
V14 and L15 (Fig. S8A).

Secondary structure was probed by comparing the 13CO, 13Cα and
13Cβ chemical shifts in relation to random coil values (Table S1). In
general, the shifts of the 13C15N-labeled residues displayed chemical
shift values correlating with a β-strand environment than a helical
conformation, in agreement with the WAXS analysis (Fig. 5). Similarly,
the NH-correlation showed solely β-sheet content, with the lowest
amide proton chemical shift above 8.8 ppm. However, the 13Cα and
13Cβ chemical shifts of the second signal sets observed for V14 and L15
indicate a loop-like or helical environment for the respective residues in
the minor conformation. The presence of very strong intraresidual
cross-peaks for 13C15N-labeled amino acids from V3 to K23 in the various
spectra indicates that the entirety of the fibril is rigid. A 1D 13C spec-
trum with INEPT transfer (Morris and Freeman, 1979) on fully proto-
nated RR01 fibrils was acquired and no signal appeared, which again
indicates the absence of mobile regions. Moreover, for 20% back pro-
tonated 2-13C15N RR01 fibrils, 2D 1H15N-INEPT- and 1H15N-CP-based
spectra (Figs. S10A and S10B, respectively) are very similar, without
any signals around 8.3 ppm in F2 occurring in the INEPT spectrum,
which again indicates the rigidity of RR01 fibrils over the entire amino
acid sequence.

The chemical shift assignments obtained for RR01 fibrils were used
to model a structure of the fibril core. Long-range connectivities be-
tween V3 and K23 were clearly observed in the spectra of the sample
containing 13C15N-L1V3L19K23 fibrils at a spin-diffusion mixing time of
500ms (Fig. S9A). This indicates spatial proximity of the two ends of
RR01, yet it is unclear whether it represents intra or inter-strand cor-
relation. Additional long-range and unambiguous distance restraints
were determined from a spin-diffusion experiment of 500ms on 13C15N-
V3L5E10K16S17L22 RR01 fibrils (Fig. S9B). The cross-peaks between E10-
K16 and E10-S17 support the connection of residues placed in the middle
of RR01 units that, in combination with the distance restraint found for
V3-K23, are in agreement with two structural possibilities for the fibril
backbone: a hairpin or a linear arrangement. To determine the nature of
the E10-K16 and E10-S17 interactions in terms of intra or intermolecular
connectivities, diluted fibrils were prepared in the presence of 20%
13C15N-V3L5E10K16S17L22 and 80% unlabeled RR01 peptide (Fig. S9B).
Cross-peaks due to intermolecular contacts between E10 and S17 are
then expected to be weaker in comparison to cross peaks between
signals of nuclei within the labelled amino acids since most labelled
molecules are surrounded by unlabeled ones. In the case of

Fig. 5. Scattering profile obtained from a dried fibril sample of RR01. The
correlating d-spacings of prominent reflections are indicated by arrows.
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intramolecular cross-peaks involving the two residues the relative in-
tensity of the signals might remain unchanged. The 13C-13C spin dif-
fusion experiment with a mixing time of 500ms recorded on a diluted
sample did not show a conclusive result with regard to the correlations
E10-K16 and E10-S17. The crucial signals at 63.5 ppm in F1 (S17 Cβ) and
around 35 ppm in F2 (E10 Cβ and Cγ) visible in the black spectrum of
Fig. S9B are absent from the spectrum of the mixed sample (red spec-
trum, see black circle in Fig. S9B). However, a cross peak appeared
close by in the spectrum of the mixed sample, that might be due to the
interaction S17 – E10, although it is more likely that now a correlation
involving the signals of S17 Cβ and K16 Cβ occurs, given the slightly
different chemical shift in F2. Due to these doubts, those crucial signals
were not safely assignable as intra-molecular or as originating from two
different strands, hence they were treated as ambiguous. In a similar
manner, the cross-peaks between V3-L22 and V3-L5 were assigned as
ambiguous. The summary of all distance restraints detected for RR01
fibrils are illustrated in Fig. 6, showing the long range restraints in a
linear model (Fig. 6A) and in a hairpin model (Fig. 6B).

In an attempt to distinguish between the two possibilities, structure
calculations were carried out whereby distance restraints between V3-
K23 and E10-K16 and E10-S17 were considered either intra- or inter-

monomer. Views of the calculated RR01 fibril models with the lowest
energy illustrate the packing for hairpin or linear arrangements
(Fig. 7A). To compare the molecular models calculated from ssNMR
data with EM analysis, theoretical density profiles of the generated
models were computed (Fig. S11). The theoretical density profile of the
hairpin arrangement is better correlated to TEM analysis of doublet
fibrils than the linear model (Fig. 7B).

4. Conclusion

Determining how the amino acid sequence of a protein relates to the
higher order structures it adopts, and how this in turn enables its
function, or its pathogenicity, remains one of the greatest challenges in
biomedical science. A task that is already extraordinarily difficult by ab
initio means without using templates (Dill and MacCallum, 2012; Zhang
et al., 2017) is made next to impossible when one considers that the
intracellular environment adds numerous parameters that dramatically
impact folding. Moreover, disease-related conditions such as hyper-
phosphorylation or altered glycation further affect folding in ways that
cannot be predicted. Here we structurally characterize fibrils formed by
a peptide designed to be switchable, and, in particular, to form fibrils at

Fig. 6. Cartoon representation of short distances obtained by ssNMR of RR01 fibrils at pH 7.4. (A) The linear model is represented as extended β-strands arranged in a
head-to-tail fashion. (B) The hairpin model is illustrated as a dimer of U-shaped strand-turn-strand peptides. In both cases, the green and blue colors indicate two
different monomers that contain unlabeled (opaque) and 13C15N-labeled (solid) amino acids. Black dashed or solid arrows indicate sequential non-ambiguous or
ambiguous constraints, respectively. Red dashed or solid arrows indicate long-range ambiguous or non-ambiguous constraints, respectively.
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neutral pH.
RR01 is a pH-switchable coiled coil-based peptide that undergoes a

structural transition resulting in fibril formation under physiological
conditions. Its design is based on three valine residues, in f, b, and c
positions (see Fig. 1), and a pattern of glutamate and lysine residues at
positions e and g that make the system prone to the formation of α-
helical coiled-coil structures under acidic conditions (pH switch “off”)
but lead to amyloid formation at neutral pH values (pH switch “on”).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), cryo-TEM, atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) and ssNMR were
applied to investigate the structural properties of RR01 fibrils at neutral
pH. A unique 2-dimensional carpet-like assembly composed of large
coexisting ribbon, tube, and funnel morphologies was observed. Most

remarkable is the absence of vertical fibril growth. Whereas the mi-
croscopy and scattering data point to a hairpin model of the peptide
RR01 in the β-fibrils, ssNMR data obtained from samples with selec-
tively isotopically labelled peptides fit to two different models, a
hairpin and a linear arrangement (Fig. 6). In fact, two conformations
are observed, whereby the majorly populated one shows residues V14

and L15 in a strand-like environment, whereas the minor conformation
suggests loop or helical structure. This observation is potentially in
agreement with the presence of both, the hairpin and the linear ar-
rangement in the produced fibrils.

Based on the data presented here, we explain the notable lack of
vertical fibril propagation according to the models given in Fig. 8. In the
case of the hairpin model, supported by all applied analytical

Fig. 7. Structural models for RR01 fibrils at pH 7.4. (A) Atomic view of the best energy RR01 fiber models using ssNMR restraints. The dimers formed in the hairpin
model have 72 Å of extension and the linear model has 75.9 Å. (B) Average computed density profiles of RR01 fiber models.

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram for RR01 peptide aggregation. At pH 4.0, an α-helical coiled coil structure is obtained and no aggregation is observed over 72 h (Pagel
et al., 2008a); at pH 9.0, no defined secondary structure is observed (Pagel et al., 2008a); and at pH 7.4, the peptide adopts a β-sheet structure and polymorphic fibrils
are formed. The hotspot sequence LVVLKS predicted by Aggrescan (Conchillo-Solé et al., 2007) and the TANGO (Fernandez-Escamilla et al., 2004; Linding et al.,
2004; Rousseau et al., 2006) algorithm are depicted as yellow regions in the otherwise blue peptide sequence in the right panels. In the hairpin model (upper right)
supported by ssNMR data, the hotspot sequence is located in the loop regions at the interfaces between dimeric β-sheet units. In contrast, the linear model (lower
right) has its hotspot sequence in the central part of monomeric β-sheet units.
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techniques, the dimer units can assemble in two dimensions: i) stacking
upon one another along the fibril axis, and ii) favorably interacting with
one another within the dimer plane by means of the bend regions or
hydrophobic hotspots located in the center of the sequence (especially
the consensus sequence covering L12, V13, V14, and L15; see Fig. S7).
A third possibility, iii) would contain linear arrangements in the center
of the fibril, and hairpin structures at the ends, presumably for capping,
assuming that the loop-indicating Cα and Cβ chemical shifts of V14 and
L15 indicate the less populated hairpins. In all cases, the reason why no
fibril extension is observed in the third dimension is likely due to un-
favorable intermolecular electrostatic repulsions between the glutamate
rich charged domains of the peptides along their solvent-exposed faces.
Thus, RR01 is a rationally designed amyloid-forming peptide, the pri-
mary structure of which encodes for a pH controlled conformational
switch, that leads to a fibrillar structure propagating in only two di-
mensions thus forming a highly regular carpet-like superstructure dis-
tinct from other recent detailed structural studies of fibrillar systems
(Colvin et al., 2016; Wälti et al., 2016; Gremer et al., 2017; Fitzpatrick
et al., 2017). In light of numerous recent attempts to apply nature’s
principles to biomaterial research this unique property represents a
potentially useful platform, and studies are currently underway to de-
termine the versatility of RR01 amyloids under physiological condi-
tions.
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